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Synopsis:

South Australia has established its place among the leaders in waste management reform and resource
recovery, with the State’s recycling rate being amongst the world’s best. Our state has helped to
demonstrate that protecting the environment need not come at the expense of industry activity – but can
support business and jobs growth. However, there is still much that can be done to ensure that our resources
are managed to best protect our environment while creating an increasingly vibrant state.

Activity in the resource recovery sector has steadily increased over the past 10 years, incentivised through
government policy and regulatory direction. With the right regulatory settings and other drivers in place, it is
anticipated that this sector will continue to grow.

The Government’s early engagement processes on the regulation of the waste management and resource
recovery industry, including the Waste Summit in March 2015 and feedback on the consultation paper,
Reforming waste management – creating certainty for an industry to grow, has highlighted the need for
waste reform to achieve industry certainty and robust regulation that better supports a level playing field and
a healthy environment.

Subsequently, the EPA is investigating a suite of reform proposals, including a wide range of legislative
changes and administrative actions.

As part of this program, it is recognised that there are circumstances in which soils and manufactured fill
materials may be suitable for reuse through the definition of waste and standards on the use of certain
recovered resources. The EPA’s Standard for the production and use of Waste Derived Fill (WDF Standard)
establishes the circumstances in which a range of waste soils, as well as materials derived from construction
and demolition wastes and industrial residues, will be suitable for reuse as fill. The WDF Standard has
enabled significant savings to be realised for numerous projects, include state infrastructure projects and
large-scale private developments.

The EPA is undertaking a re-write of the WDF Standard to improve clarity and assist in addressing issues
such as:

• Waste promoted as ‘product’ and ensuring environmental risks are reliably tested
• Potential ‘fill’ materials end up at landfill due to development pressure
• Balancing risk-based flexibility and clarity/ certainty for reuse of wastes



Presenter’s Bios:

 Steve Sergi holds a Bachelor’s degree in Environmental Toxicology and Bachelor of Science (Soil Science,
Honours). Steve is employed by the Environment Protection Authority of South Australia as the Manager
Waste Reform within the Operations Directorate. His current role involves providing high level expertise in
the area of waste management and waste disposal, assisting in the development of waste related policies
and leading and managing staff to achieve the objectives of the EPA. Steve also chairs the Movement of
Controlled Waste NEPM Implementation Working Group.

 Tiana Nairn is the Waste Reform Program Manager, Policy at the EPA, overseeing a suite of legislative and
policy reforms to improve waste management and resource recovery legislation. She previously worked to
implement the Environment Protection (Waste to Resources) Policy after leading the development of this
legislation. Across her time in government she has held a range of senior policy roles, involving legislative
development and inter-jurisdictional negotiation, as well as environmental approval and environmental
impact assessment roles. Before commencing her employment with State Government, Tiana was an
Associate at Jamie Botten and Associates (now Botten Levinson), a specialist planning and environmental
law firm. She holds a Bachelor of Law (Honours), Bachelor of Science (Jurisprudence) from the University
of Adelaide and Graduate Certificates in both Legal Practice and Environmental Management from the
University of South Australia.

REGISTRATION
Registration for all ACLCA SA events is essential at:

• http://www.aclca.org.au/sa-events

This workshop is free and open to attend for members and invited guests
only.

Join us for a light lunch from 12:00 to 12.30 pm – session will commence
at 12.30pm sharp!




